Horse's love it when their owner's understand them.

Horsemanship is about the horse teaching you about yourself.

Buddy and Rick in the Veteran's Day Parade, Fairfield, California - Nov 2009
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Rick and Tanner work on learning to ground tie, before he was mine, explains the feet

Rick and Buddy at two, Buddy learning to accept me on his back

Buddy and his half sister doing feet work
Rick, Buddy, Diago at a 2008 Parade

Trial ride at Lynch Canyon meeting at the watering hole

Rick and Dancer with Buddy in background
Rick and Buddy after Parade

Hurcules not wanting his picture taken

Buddy giving me a sloppy kiss.
Above: Old TV Cowboys signed a picture for me.

From left to right: Alex Cord; Kenny Farmer; Chuck Carter; Robert Fuller; Peter Brown

Rick starting a young stallion (still a little bucky) while chasing Buddy when he was a youngster
Rick and Tanner move cattle at “Four Aces”

Buddy and Tanner at Bodega Bay, CA

Getting some sacking out done while the horses rest for lunch
Speck (Tanner’s Friend) gets a little grain

Rick and Buddy doing training videos.

Tanner and Buddy enjoying some good Rye
Buddy teaching Rick to ride with one-rein

Rick and Kel at Vallejo Police Department, CA, 1994
The Horse is the best teacher of the Horse. Riding is the art of keeping the horse between you and the ground. The hardest thing about learning to ride is the ground.

Rick Gore Horsemanship --- Horsygu@yahoo.com